
Gubi Beetle Chairs



Gubi – GamFratesi
Based in Copenhagen, GamFratesi Studio was founded in 

2006 by Danish architect Stine Gam and Italian architect 

Enrico Fratesi. Highly influenced and inspired by their  

backgrounds and the root of their cultures, GamFratesi  

creates furniture that respectfully reflects tradition while 

also featuring uniquely embedded stories, symbols and 

associations expressed in a minimalistic style. Their design 

is a balance between the traditional and the surprising, 

achieved through their experimental approach to chosen 

materials and techniques. Focused on simplicity and 

functionalism, GamFratesi furniture illustrates the process 

and techniques that created it while still evoking a strong 

emotion to concept, story and contrast. 



KansoBeet le Chair + Stools



Beetle Chair + Stools

Inspired by the anatomy and movement of the beetle,  

GamFratesi artfully reinterprets the characteristic  

elements of the beetles’ sections: shape, shells, sutures, 

rigid outside and soft inside in the Beetle Chair + Stool 

Collection.  The result is a comfortable yet dynamic design 

making this collection suitable for multiple environments 

whether it is in the home or the workplace. 
 

- Designed by Gubi for distribution by HBF in the US 

- Supports up to 225lbs during single shift use 

- Newly re-engineered shell 

- Available in 7 shell colors 

- Priced to sell volume 

- Iconic aesthetic 

- Not stackable 

- Lead Time: 4 weeks 

- Warranty: 2 years 

- Available on Quick Ship

SHELL 

Plastic l Upholstered Seat 
Upholstered Seat & Back

BASE 
Black l Brass

HEIGHTS 

Chair - 20” 
Counter - 25” 
Bar - 30” 



Seat Options

Plastic Shell

Guest Chair Counter Stool Barstool

Upholstered Seat

Upholstered  
Seat + Back



Materials + Finishes

SHELL COLORS

METAL BASE

Dark Pink

Brass

WhiteBlack Sweet PinkGreen

Black Powder Coat

BeigeBlue Grey



HBF’s version of the Gubi Beetle presents itself stronger and better.  

Our revised design, exclusive to HBF, has removed welts on the  

upholstery to create a more streamlined, minimalist silhouette aiding 

in the Beetle modernity and chic style.

Gubi Beetle Chair



Gubi + HBF share a common culture emphasizing the importance  

of artistic design and it’s influence on the way we live + work.  

The Gubi Beetle interacts with the Ami Round Conference in this 

modern environment.



The Beetle is a standout that still maintains a functional, flexible purpose. 

Its shape is immediately recognizable and distinct, elevating any space. 

Dressed with the Universal Conference/Dining table, the Beetle completes 

this chic café. Also featured: Enpointe Barstool + Parker Bar Height Table.



With its versatile finishes and signature shape, the Beetle is 

a perfect solution for both commercial and residential spaces. 

Here, it pairs nicely with Meki Conference/Dining table (available 

with power).



Gubi Beetle Barstool



Versatile + easily movable, utilize Beetle as guest seating in an executive 

office, light seating in a café or the stool variant at a standing height bar  

or meeting room table. The Meki table complements this chair/stool and  

is available at 26”, 30” or 42” heights.




